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1. Please go on with what you're doing and don't let us _______________ you. 

A. disturb  B. dismiss  C. discharge  D. disregard 

2. It would be _____________ to follow up the opinion poll with another one after the election. 

A. destructive  B. instructive  C. instinctive  D. distinctive 

3. She found out that he’d been cheating _______________ her. 

A. from   B. of    C. with   D. on 

4. We rolled up our trousers and ____________ at the edge of the lake. 

A. waded  B. faded  C. hatred  D. baked 

5. Children suffering from the illness had ____________ in sea water contaminated by sewage. 

A. sunburned  B. submerged  C. plunged  D. bathed 

6. The company claims it is not responsible for the __________ in the river. 

A. unworthiness  B. disease   C. sinfulness   D. pollution 

7. Sulphur dioxide is one of several ____________ that are released into the atmosphere by coal-fired 

power stations. 

A. pollutants   B. natural   C. animate   D. organic 

8. The prisoner has been ____________ for humanitarian reasons. 

A. released  B. reduced  C. rehearsed  D. recharged 

9. The government is understandably _____________ to do anything which might spoil the harmonious 

relations between the country’s ethnic groups. 

A. hesitant   B. reluctant   C. opposed   D. disparate 

10. There’s evidence to suggest that child abuse is not just a recent ______________. 

A. illusion   B. portent   C. prediction   D. phenomenon 

11. Millions of travellers fail to take even the most _____________ of precautions. 

A. documentary B. complimentary C. elementary  D. preventable 



 

 

12. The statute made it __________ for all healthy males between 14 and 60 to work. 

A. obliged   B. obliging   C. obligatory   D. obligate 

13. The plane was the ultimate ___________ air technology in the 60s. 

A. in    B. on    C. to    D. of 

14. If we continue to _____________ the earth’s natural resources, we will cause serious damage to the 

environment 

A. use    B. spend   C. distribute   D. deplete 

15. CPAs should test for ____________ when the market price of a long-lived asset significantly decreases. 

A. impairment B. imminent  C. immobility  D. imagination 

16. She may be able to reach an ____________ with other EU members on the question of immigration. 

A. residence  B. accustom  C. accommodation D. accumulation 

17. The president is clearly in a dilemma about how to ______________ the crisis. 

A. tackle   B. shoulder   C. stand   D. undertake 

18. The kind-hearted woman ______________ all her life to helping the disabled and the poor. 

A. wasted   B. spent   C. dedicated   D. lived 

19. It’s hard work looking _____________ three children all day. 

A. at    B. for    C. out for   D. after 

20. The college principal promised ___________into the matter.  

A. to look  B. looking  C. being looked D. to be looked 

21. We’ve run ____________ a slight problem. 

A. up against  B. in for  C. into   D. down to 

22. _____________ an eye on your brother while I’m out, please. 

A. Turn  B. Keep  C. Show  D. Tell 

23. All students must hand _______ their homework the day after it is assigned. 

A. out   B. on   C. to   D. in 

24. This reduction can be traced to the rapidly growing desire of many couples to limit their family 

size to two children. (CLOSET) 

A. restrict   B. confine   C. release   D. free 

25. I’m always ready to __________ you a helping hand whenever you need. 

A. give   B. lend   C. take   D. A&B 

26. One of the __________ of this work is that you can __________ experience. 

A. advantages/ have    B. opportunities/ learn 

C. profits/become    D. benefits/ gain 



 

 

27. After melting the chocolate, set it ___________ and beat the eggs. 

A. aside  B. down  C. about  D. among 

28. What _____________ her apart from the other candidates for the job was that she had a lot of original 

ideas. 

A. set   B. lay   C. deal   D. go 

29. With unemployment at a record level, retraining programs would __________ off in the long run. 

A. go    B. pay    C. pass   D. wear 

30. It’s time we bought some new furniture. Look at these chairs. They’re _____________ to pieces. 

A. crumbling   B. battered   C. falling   D. going 
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1. Some employees ______________ on the challenge of intense workloads. 

A. thrill  B. throw  C. thrive  D. thrash 

2. The farmer claimed that he shot the men because they were ______________ on his land. 

A. pursuing  B. tracking  C. poaching  D. tracing 

3. The company has ______________ over the years into a multi-million dollar organization. 

A. evolved  B. involved  C. evaded  D. invaded 

4. They had an awful row several years ago, but now they've _____________ their differences. 

A. recommended B. rehearsed  C. resolved  D. recycled 

5. The people ______________ against foreign rule and established their own government. 

A. revolted  B. rearranged  C. remained  D. revoked 

6. The agreement _____________ our right to limit trade in endangered species. 

A. preserved  B. reversed  C. reserved  D. reviewed 

7. The worst of her criticism was _____________ for journalists, photographers and others of their ilk. 

A. reversed  B. reviewed  C. recharged  D. reserved 

8. The nationalists are very eager to ___________ their customs and language. 

A. conceal  B. continue  C. complain  D. conserve 

9. We need to make sure that we ___________ our resources as fully as possible. 

A. explain  B. exploit  C. explore  D. expand 

10. We spent the morning _____________ around the old part of the city. 

A. wandering  B. roaring  C. wavering  D. bitting 

11. If I criticize him, he gets _____________ and starts shouting. 



 

 

A. aggressive  B. intensive  C. agreeable  D. pleasant 

12. I asked them to turn down their music, but they're not being very ____________. 

A. cooperative B. fixed  C. connective  D. combining 

13. The new president said she would ____________ herself to protecting the rights of the sick and the 

homeless. 

A. delicate  B. dedicate  C. deduce  D. devise 

14. Various projects for constructing new schools are under _____________ in the region. 

A. implication  B. implementation C. complication D. compliment 

15. There were tickets available last week, but he _____________ the boat by waiting till today to try to buy 

some. 

A. missed  B. cut   C. met   D. put 

16. I wish you’d _____________ the effort to get on with her. 

A. take   B. make  C. create  D. cause 

17. She _____________ a key role in campaigning for equal opportunities in the workplace. 

A. made  B. took   C. caused  D. played 

18. The guidelines are an important tool for raising _______________ about current management thinking. 

A. awareness  B. notion  C. thought  D. observation 

19. About 300 of those animals are on the ______________ of extinction. 

A. verge  B. pavement  C. point   D. side 

20. Newts and other rare reptiles are being stolen from ponds, and conservationists are worried that 

some species could ___________ out altogether. 

A. wear  B. go   C. die    D. take 

21. He devoted most of his time ______________ novels. 

A. to having written    B. to write 

C. to writing     D. to have written 

22. I prefer to celebrate my birthday party at home ____________ in the restaurant. 

A. to   B. for   C. than    D. more 

23. I'm worried that I _____________ up the last question on the test—it sounds like no one got the same 

answer as me. 

A. made  B. took   C. messed   D. tossed 

24. Keep away ____________ those electrical wires. 

A. to   B. of   C. off    D. from 

25. We need to build up people's awareness about the environment. (OPPOSITE) 



 

 

A. stabilize  B. raise  C. decrease  D. fluctuate 

26. We have to work out a new method. (CLOSET) 

A. carry out  B. present  C. seek and develop D. implement 

27. He was a natural singer with a voice that was as clear as _____________. 

A. a bell   B. a mirror   C. a waterfall   D. a lake 

28. My boss is always ___________ at me for unreasonable reasons. 

A. putting   B. taking   C. getting   D. talking 

29. Beaches were__________ as police searched for canisters of toxic waste from 

the damaged ship. 

A. sealed off   B. cut off  C. washed up  D. kept out 

30. My parents are going to hit the ceiling if they find out we had a party here. (CLOSET) 

A. become angry  B. become sad C. become worried D. become nervous  
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1. I don’t see why you think TV _____________ people’s minds. 

A. poisons  B. exterminates C. erases  D. ruins 

2. Traffic will be _____________ through the side streets while the main road is resurfaced. 

A. inversed  B. averted  C. diverted  D. reverted 

3. The school is required to _____________ parents if their children fail to come to school. 

A. classify  B. clarify  C. notify  D. purify 

4. Instead of simply punishing them, the system encourages offenders to ______________ their behaviour. 

A. verify  B. certify  C. unify  D. modify 

5. It would be helpful if you were to ___________ the report with an introduction. 

A. precede  B. concede  C. secede  D. accede 

6. The whole car can be modelled on a computer before a single ___________ is made. 

A. matter   B. component  C. complication  D. section 

7. Burning waste __________ energy that can be used for electric power or heating. 

A. fields  B. yearns  C. explores  D. yields 

8. Were you aware ______________ the risks at the time? 

A. about  B. at   C. on   D. of 

9. She grumbled that young people today _____________ no respect for the law. 

A. show  B. display  C. form  D. demonstrate 

10. He went so fast that I couldn`t keep up _____________ him. 

A. with   B. to   C. for   D. in 



 

 

11. When will the drug _____________ effect? 

A. pay   B. give   C. take   D. bring 

12. High prices ____________ many young people from entering the property market. 

A. deter  B. save   C. bear   D. protect 

13. In addition, people are more susceptible to heart attacks in the first few hours after waking. 

(CLOSET) 

A. aware of  B. affected by  C. accustomed to D. prone to 

14. All flights in and out of the airport came to a ___________ because of the strike  

A. closure   B. conclusion   C. standstill   D. stoppage 

15. It’s hard to _________friends as an adult because most of us are pretty set in our ways. We have our 

friends, our routines, and it’s hard to deviate from them. 

A. strike  B. invent  C. install  D. make 

16. After a couple of politicians won elections by promising to cut taxes, most of the others ____________ 

on the bandwagon. 

A. created  B. jumped  C. launched  D. followed 

17. Sandy _____________ my thunder when she announced that she was pregnant two days before I'd 

planned to tell people about my pregnancy. 

A. broke  B. stole  C. published  D. caught 

18. She may want to argue, but it ______________ two to tango and I won't stoop to her level. 

A. keeps  B. takes  C. raises  D. gains 

19. Dad is always checking _____________ on me to make sure I’m doing my homework. 

A. up   B. upon  C. over   D. through 

20. I'll _____________ you ______________ to our research department. Please hold on. 

A. put – away  B. put – out  C. put – through D. put – up 

21. Thank you for your support, which me __________ through the hard time I had last month. 

A. pulled   B. went   C. led    D. jumped 

22. Michael was _____________ with anger when he saw his car had been scratched. 

A. filled   B. fixed   C. loaded   D. stored 

23. Several measures have been proposed to __________ the problem of unemployment among university 

graduates. 

A. pose   B. admit  C. address  D. create 

24. You should ask the interviewer some questions about the job to show your _______ and keenness. 

A. anger   B. thrill  C. amazement  D. interest 



 

 

25. I hate it when people _________ assumptions about me based on my skin color. 

A. make   B. do    C. give    D. take 

26. The boy was let off lightly this morning due to not having done his homework. (CLOSET) 

A. punished   B. promised  C. commended D. persuade 

27. She was so happy when he got down on bended knee and popped the question. (CLOSET) 

A. asked her out     B. asked her to be on a date 

C. asked her to give him some money  D. asked her to marry him 

28. We want to recruit the brightest and the best. If you think you fit the bill, fill in an application form 

today. (OPPOSITE) 

A. are able to pay the bill    B. are unsuitable 

C. are of the right size    D. are excellent 

29. When I told my family, I wanted to be a professional musician, I faced a _________ of criticism from 

my parents, who strongly disapproved of the idea. 

A. barrage  B. barricade  C. blast  D. attack 

30. Hurry up, we have to check in at least an hour before the plane _____________. 

A. takes care  B. takes off  C. ran out  D. takes over 
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1. If you ___________ on carrying cash, beware of pickpockets. 

A. claim   B. insist   C. challenge   D. question 

2. The report shows that poor families spend a larger proportion of their _____________ on food. 

A. income  B. pension  C. tuition  D. scholarship 

3. She attempted to _____________ from the pirates holding her hostage. 

A. escape  B. shake  C. disturb  D. spoil 

4. When I joined the company, I ______________ around the different sections. 

A. wandered  B. drifted  C. rotated  D. strayed 

5. Be careful not to introduce new ideas in the _____________ of your essay. 

A. exclusion  B. outcome  C. conclusion  D. completion 

6. I just couldn’t __________ my message ___________ at the meeting. 

A. put / away   B. stand / for   C. get / across  D. turn / around  

7. “It’s high time the children ________ to bed.” 

A. should go  B. would rather go C. went  D. go 

8. I will consult colleagues before ________a final decision about how to proceed. 



 

 

A. making  B. taking  C. putting  D. getting 

9. I insist that she regularly __________ us of her whereabouts. 

A. should inform    B. would inform  

C. had informed    D. would have informed 

10. When we arrived in Paris, it was _________ with rain. 

A. running   B. dropping   C. pouring   D. falling 

11. Local wildlife will _________ if the factory does not stop polluting the nearby river. 

A. injure   B. suffer   C. fail    D. hurt 

12. ____________ I study for these exams, ___________ I will do. 

A. The harder/the better    B. The more/the much 

C. The hardest/the best     D. The more hard/the more good 

13. Many students think that ___________ they graduate from university, ___________ chance they have to 

find a good job. 

A. Thesooner/the better                          B. soon/good 

C. The soon/the good                            D. The more soon/the more good 

14. It took him two _________ years to write his books. 

A. entire   B. complete   C. all    D. whole 

15. Houses in big cities are expensive because land is in __________ supply. 

A. brief   B. slight  C. little   D. short 

16. My woolen sweater used to be bigger than this, it’s ___________ in the wash! 

A. lessened   B. shrunk   C. shortened   D. reduced 

17. Every day millions of children are denied access to the basic rights and opportunities many of us 

take for granted. (CLOSET) 

A. treat in an indifferent manner   B. be of the opinion convincingly 

C. accept without questions    D. take at one’s word 

18. The lecture was rather boring and I didn’t __________ much of what the lecture said. 

A. take away   B. take in   C. take off   D. take back 

19. These measures have been taken with a ____________ to increasing the company’s profits. 

A. view   B. sight   C. vision   D. analysis 

20. The doctor arrived in the ___________ of time. The patient’s life was saved. 

A. nick   B. mark   C. cut    D. score 

21. I can’t stop eating chocolate. I’ve been ____________ on it since I was about four years old. 

A. enslaved   B. fixed   C. addicted   D. hooked 



 

 

22. If you’re especially susceptible ____________ air pollution, being outdoors was most likely not 

pleasant this weekend. 

A. with   B. for    C. within   D. to 

23. I would be happy to go along with the idea. (OPPOSITE) 

A. to disagree with the idea    B. to agree with the idea 

C. to support the idea    D. to approve with the 

24. You’ll never see your money again because I’m afraid he’s gone for good. (CLOSET) 

A. clearly   B. permanently  C. quickly   D. slowly 

25. Well, you’ve __________ a very good question, really very good question. 

A. put out   B. put up   C. put to   D. put on 

26. This composition is not what I wanted. I asked you to write ____________ alternative lines. 

A. at    B. with   C. on    D. for 

27. I don’t allow my family _________, and I especially don’t allow __________ in the drawing room. 

A. smoking - to smoke    B. to smoke – smoking 

C. to smoke - so smoke    D. smoking – smoking 

28. To Bob’s disappointment, several of those who had promised to help him 

afterwards backed _________ 

A. away   B. in    C. out    D. up 

29. He is up to his ears in work and can’t possibly see you now. (CLOSET) 

A. deeply concerned about    B. very interested in 

C. not at all involved with    D. fully occupied with 

30. Gale is ____________ the phone, but he will listen to the recording later and make an appropriate 

response. 

A. all around   B. up until   C. far ahead   D. away from 
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1. The extra cost of travelling to work is _________ by the lower price of houses here. 

A. remuneration B. balance   C. reimbursement  D. offset 

2. Lana was finding it hard to ______________ her brother’s increasingly antisocial behaviour. 

A. cope with   B. close down  C. cut back on  D. come up with  

3. In China, the policy of one child per family was introduced to ____________ the country's population at 

1.6 billion. 



 

 

A. stand  B. stabilize  C. amend  D. convince 

4. he work of the charity has been widely _____________ throughout the media. 

A. covered  B. wrapped  C. revealed  D. publicized 

5. Like every banker these days, he is _____________ managing other people’s wealth. 

A. keen on   B. keen to   C. move on   D. move in 

6. The prime minister ____________ a meeting of his cabinet to discuss the matter. 

A. fixed  B. restored  C. touched  D. convened 

7. I was wondering if you could _____________ me up at your place for the night.  

A. give   B. live    C. take   D. put 

8. He made an attempt _____________ pass the exam. 

A. in   B. of   C. to   D. about 

9. You are old enough to take ___________ for what you have done. 

A. responsible  B. responsibility  C. irresponsible  D. responsibly 

10. A lot of people make contributions to the victims of the disasters. 

A. take money B. give money  C. sell things  D. borrow money 

11. New evidence has cast doubt _____________ the guilty verdict. 

A. with   B. about  C. in   D. on 

12. Some snakes _____________ eggs, but others give birth to live offspring. 

A. lay   B. pay   C. turn   D. show 

13. You ought to be ashamed ____________ yourselves. You’ve created this problem. 

A. up    B. of    C. by    D. with 

14. The Beauty Contest is _________ start at 8.30 a.m our time tomorrow. 

A. due to  B. bound to  C. about to  D. on the point  

of 

15. No one really knows who composed this piece of music, but it has been ____________ to Bach. 

A. attributed   B. associated   C. referred   D. identified 

16. Although she had never used a computer before, she soon got the ________ of it. 

A. feel    B. hang   C. touch   D. swing 

17. I think we can safely say now that we have got our money back, we are home and dry. (CLOSET) 

A. have not got wet     B. have got no water 

C. have been successful    D. have got home dry 

18. I think we cannot purchase this device this time as it costs an arm and a leg. (OPPOSITE) 

A. is cheap   B. is painful   C. is confusing  D. is expensive 



 

 

19. The police said there was no sign of a __________ entry even though the house had been burgled. 

A. broken  B. burst  C. forced  D. smashed 

20. I don’t mind walking long distances, because I know it _________ me good. 

A. does   B. plays   C. gets    D. give 

21. I usually buy my clothes___________. It’s cheaper than going to the dress maker. 

A. on the shelf  B. on the house  C. in public   D. off the peg 

22. Some supporters were shouting to him and he was talking back and I told him to calm down. 

(CLOSET) 

A. answering impertinently    B. talking again 

C. answering immediately    D. talking patiently 

23. Her husband won’t eat boiled cabbage, he prefers it __________. 

A. rough   B. wild   C. coarse   D. raw 

24. He never ___________ away from a fight, no matter how powerful the opponent. 

A. made   B. went  C. shied  D. left 

25. Many communities now disapprove of these phones so much that they have forbidden anyone of 

any age to use them while driving. (CLOSET) 

A. fully endorse their popularity   B. condemn or oppose their use 

C. favor their use only by adults   D. agree to their unrestricted use 

26. My father continued to work very hard, hoping to be promoted to the position of manager. Finally, 

his hard work paid off and he was promoted. (OPPOSITE) 

A. paid in full   B. compensated  C. succeeded   D. failed 

27. In this period, there were 974 outbreaks of communicable disease attributed ____________ the 

consumption of raw milk. 

A. with   B. for    C. to    D. from 

28. They blamed their defeat ____________ the media's one-sided reporting of the election campaign. 

A. for    B. with   C. at    D. on 

29. You must be strict ___________ your children if you want them to be good. 

A. to    B. with   C. in    D. at 

30. The company paid its workers undeservedly, which made them let down. (CLOSET) 

A. emotional   B. optimistic   C. disappointed  D. satisfied 
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1. He's always trying to _____________ himself with his boss. 

A. ingratiate  B. adhere  C. apply  D. integrate 

2. The magazine article contained so many ____________ that I found it hard to believe that what it was 

saying was true. 

A. alternatives B. supplements C. superlatives D. superscripts 

3. The once-successful property development company has fallen _________to the current economic 

crisis.  

A. victim  B. target  C. prey   D. raven 

4. Helping to alleviate _____________ in developing countries also helps to reduce environmental 

destruction. 

A. property  D. poverty  C. provision  D. possession 

5. The president has promised a new constitution and the creation of ________________ power structures. 

A. democrat  B. democratization C. democracy  D. democratic 

6. We will need to start saving money in order to ___________ ends meet.  

A. earn  B. take   C. stand  D. make 

7. Such people have ______________ imaginations and often confuse fantasies with reality. 

A. powerful   B. clear   C. vivid   D. active 

8. My brother is _____________ shy, but I’m trying to encourage him to come out of his shell. 

A. painfully   B. easily   C. wonderfully  D. awfully 

9. He has a bright and _____________ personality, and tends to get along well with most of his peers. 

A. leaving   B. sociable   C. outgoing   D. affable 

10. Today's court case is to ______________ permission to convene meetings with shareholders. 

A. take   B. seek   C. make   D. keep 

11. To my joy, the flower seeds came _________ after the rain. 

A. up    B. off    C. on    D. through 

12. We will be still _________ the mercy of nature until it is conquered by us. 

A. in    B. by    C. for    D. at 

13. Children depend on their parents _________ food and clothing. 

A. as    B. for   C. on   D. with 

14. The noise around was terrible, but I had to __________ it. 

A. keep away from     B. keep up with 

C. live with      D. live on 



 

 

15. A Great White has been known to part a wire rope with a breaking ________ of 2,000 kilograms. 

A. weight   B. strength   C. attack   D. pressure 

16. The most striking ___________ of the town was the cathedral which was founded at the same time as 

the town. 

A. line    B. creature  C. fixture   D. feature 

17. One condition of this job is that you must be _________ to work at weekends. 

A. available   B. capable   C. acceptable   D. accessible 

18. Wait until they’re out of earshot, then I’ll tell you exactly what happened to them when they were 

on holiday. (CLOSET) 

A. beyond power     B. unable to hear 

C. out of sight     D. impossible to know 

19. If you stick to your guns, you refuse to change what you are saying or doing despite the opposition 

or criticism of other people. (OPPOSITE) 

A. be changeable  B. be persistent  C. be inflexible  D. be constant 

20. She tried to _________ out of the window to see the procession more clearly. 

A. bend   B. curve   C. bow   D. lean 

21. I shall never beat John at tennis; we are clearly not in the same ___________ 

A. set    B. band   C. group   D. class 

22. Papermaking began in China and from there it __________ to North Africa and Europe. 

A. sprang   B. spilled   C. carried   D. spread 

23. Fox-hunting and other blood sports are under __________ in Britain. 

A. discussion   B. talk    C. conference   D. symposium 

24. By any sensible logic, fighting terrorism with war is only counter-productive and in the long run 

only adds fuel to the fire. (CLOSET) 

A. improve   B. ameliorate   C. recover   D. exacerbate 

25. We’re not taking on any new staff at the moment so that we can cut down the cost. (OPPOSITE) 

A. employing   B. hiring   C. offering   D. laying off 

26. In Thailand, it’s against the law to litter on the pavement. If you are caught, you can be fined up to 

2000 Baht. (OPPOSITE) 

A. evil    B. illegal   C. immoral   D. legal 

27. An argument broke ___________ and in the ensuing fight, a gun went off. 

A. on    B. out of   C. through   D. out 

28. They ___________ from the national union and set up their own local organization. 



 

 

A. found out   B. broke away  C. went up   D. showed off 

29. Could you put me ___________ to your grandmother? 

A. across   B. through   C. back   D. down  

30. It took us ages to __________ a solution. 

A. hit upon   B. hit on   C. hit up on   D. hit out at 

 

 

 

 

 


